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Atlanta History Center

“…to arouse in the citizens and friends of 
Atlanta an interest in history." (1926)

“Ordinary people” of many different 
backgrounds and perspectives  have, and can, 
make history.  



Now
66% White, not Hispanic

1900s - 1970s
87-90% White, not Hispanic

25 Years ago
80% White, not Hispanic

THE (UN)CHANGING FACE OF AMERICAN
MUSEUM VISITORS

25 years ahead
54% White, not Hispanic

History core visitors
95% White, not Hispanic



So What Has This Meant?

• What have we striven towards?
• What have we tried to avoid and 

deny, rather than correct?

• How has this been a connection—
or a wedge --between members of 
our broad community? 

• And NOW what opportunities does 
that present?



Who has a charge 
to apply these 

understandings 
to challenge 

status quo, frame 
solutions, create 
opportunities ?

Who has capacity to 
raise questions critical to 

understanding our 
circumstances?  

Who has a stake 
in finding 

themselves, and 
their intellectual 

interests, 
represented in 

public 
discourse?

The “Public”

Can I find 
myself 
here?

Am I 
curious?

Can I use 
this?



“The Atlanta History Center is guided by a mission 
to interpret historical subjects pertaining to Atlanta 
and derives authority from evidence-based and 
professionally-developed interpretation.”

• We are committed to leveraging our resources 
and relationships for collaborative (both on 
campus and external) projects that advance this 
mission in an impactful and sustainable manner. 

• We must intentionally select partners and 
projects that reflecting the breadth and 
dynamism of Atlanta and Atlantans.
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Community Partnerships
Impactful and Sustainable

• Fulfill meaningful goals/mission for those we serve

• Leadership—When and where are we the right org to spearhead (develop 
content, fund, create interpretation)

• Critical Support—Education, bring connections and relationship, co-create, 
co-curate
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Impactful and Sustainable 
Partnerships

PARTNERSHIP
• Longevity
• Deep Impact

RELATIONSHIP

• Original 
scholarship

• Frame-shifting 
opportunities

TRUST

• Credibility
• Shared (or 

overlapping) 
priorities



NEIGHBORHOODS 
INITIATIVE

• Began as an idea based on 
insights from developing 
Gatheround

• Assist with community 
capacity-building

• Connect people within and 
between communities





Why Is Collaboration Worth It?

• You don’t keep telling the same stories and exclusively representing  the 
same people and interests; you create opportunities to explore the past in 
ways that will be useful for diverse contemporary constituents

• Inverting the process to think about narrative first and the collection second 

• Creating ways for visitors/users/narrators to have a say within the 
interpretation (sharing oral history, exhibition, dialogue and panels, museum 
theater, etc.)
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Question: Can we re-
frame as relational 

partners committed to 
shifting mindsets 

throughout Atlanta and 
building ripple effects 

that will last for 
generations to come?

In transactional 
partnerships, one partner 
delivers for the other.. In 
relational partnerships, 

partners trust each other, 
work as a cohesive team 
and share risks. In this 

way, we truly serve 
communities and have 

lasting impact.



Question: 
How can we use Atlanta 

History Center as the 
critical lever to get the 
right audiences in the 

room?

How can we use Atlanta 
History Center to inspire 

partners to work together 
to share information and 

make change?

Atlanta History Center is a 
bedrock institution in 
Atlanta, respectedby many, 
able to serve multiple 
constituencies and with 
deep connections to 
influential stakeholders 
throughout the city.



HOW WOULD YOU ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS?

• Relational  partnerships

• Unique opportunities to be a meaningful connector

• Impact beyond the initial engagement

• Potential to make help or influence key constituents (educators, students, 
policy makers, community advocates, etc.)
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Thank you!


